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Abstract

In this paper, we describe our approach and re-
sults for high-level feature extraction task (HLF) at
TRECVID2009. This year, we focus on fusion of a
number of features effectively. Color, local pattern,
texture, face, motion, and text were extracted from the
video data. After that, an AP-weighted fusion and
Multiple Kernel Learning were applied as a fusion
method to combine all these features.

Our submitted runs are as follows:

• (Run1) UEC.APW

fusion of six kinds of features, color, texture, face,
motion, text and Bag-of-Features (BoF) model of
local pattern features, by using the AP-weighted
fusion.

• (Run2) UEC.mkl 10, (Run3) UEC.mkl 100,
(Run4) UEC.mkl50 100, (Run5) UEC.mkl100 10

fusion of six kinds of the features which the
same as Run1 by using Multiple Kernel Learning
(MKL)

• (Run6) UEC.uni 10

fusion of six kinds of the features with a standard
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and a uniformly-
combined kernel.

In all the runs, we used the same six kinds of the
features, color, texture, faces, motion, local pattern
features. Run1 used the AP-weighted fusion, and
Run2∼Run5 used Multiple Kernel Learning with dif-
ferent parameters. Run6 combined the six kernels uni-
formly each of which corresponds to one of the six
kinds of the features, and applied a standard SVM.
Since MKL estimates weights to combine kernels,

Run6 can be regarded as a baseline for Run2∼Run5.
As a result, Run1 yielded the best performance (in-
fAP=0.063) of these our 6 runs. MKL Runs achieved
the results from 0.014 to 0.028 in terms of infAP, and
outperformed the baseline (Run6). However, MKL was
outperformed by the AP-weighted method which are
much simpler than MKL, although we expected MKL
achieved the better performance than the AP-weighted
fusion.

1. Introduction
Since TRECVID [12] provides not only a large

video date set but also a systematic protocol for eval-
uating video concept detection performance, it is ap-
preciated by the researchers in the field of video/image
recognition. Using this valuable date set, we have been
testing our system in recent years.

For the HLF task in TRECVID2006, we extracted
some single type visual features from the Jereme’s
(for example, color histogram, edge histogram, etc.),
and classified test frames by the support vector ma-
chine (SVM). From the results, we realized that a
certain feature cannot satisfy all the concepts. For
TRECVID2007, we attempted to adopt a kind of fu-
sion to combine some features to get a result that is
effective for any kind of concept. What we did is to
apply SVM to the extracted features respectively, and
then to fuse these SVM classifiers by linear combina-
tion with weights selected by cross validation. This
method is more effective, however it is intractable to
implement when more than 3 kinds of features are ex-
tracted. For the TRECVID2008 HLF task, we still
used the thought of developing a framework to fuse a
number of features to get more effective performance.
This time we added some new features. In addition, in-



spired by some papers [2, 16], we implemented a sim-
ple version of Adobe’s [11] algorithm as a late fusion.
This method can choose the suitable weights automat-
ically no matter how many kinds of features there are.

For the TRECVID2009 HLF task, we explore the
feature fusion strategy furthermore. This year we
use the AP-weighted fusion [17] and Multiple Kernel
Learning (MKL) [5, 14] both of which achieved the
best performance in our preliminary experiments.

2. Overview
At the first stage, color, text, face, motion and lo-

cal pattern features of the learning/test data are ex-
tracted from different granularity of global scale, lo-
cal region and grid segmentation. Then three kinds of
fusion methods are applied to model all the features,
respectively.

The AP-weighted fusion is one of late fusion meth-
ods which fuse the output of SVMs for single features.
MKL is a modification of SVM so as to integrate sev-
eral kernels by weighted linear combination. There-
fore, all the six runs can be regarded as using SVM as
a classifier.

2.1. Features

Basically, we extract visual features from a
keyframe of each shot and textual features from ASR
texts associated with each shot.

2.1.1. Color

In the experiment, we use a normal color histogram
as the color feature. The axises of RGB color space
are divided in quarters and a 64-bin histogram is gen-
erated. For getting some location information, besides
extracting from global scale of the image, we also tried
to extract a 768 bins histogram by dividing the image
to 4×3 grid segments.

2.1.2. Local pattern

We use SIFT [7] as the local pattern feature. The
local patches are detected by three ways: (1) Doy (2)
random sampling [10] (3) grid. The bag-of-outpoints
[1] model is used to represent the whole image. The
codebooks are obtained by performing the k-means
clustering and the vector is generated by voting the

SIFT descriptors of each image to the codebook pat-
tern. In our experiment, the codebooks are computed
for each concept respectively and every codebook size
is 1000.

2.1.3. Texture

Gabor features are used as a texture feature. A Ga-
bor texture feature represents texture patterns of local
regions with several scales and orientations. In this pa-
per, we use 24 Gabor filters with four kinds of scales
and six kinds of orientations. Before applying the Ga-
bor filters to an image, we divide an image into 3×3 or
4× 4 blocks. We apply 24 Gabor filters to each block,
then average filter responses within the block, and ob-
tain a 24-dim Gabor feature vector for each block. Fi-
nally we simply concatenate all the extracted 24-dim
vectors into one 216-dim or 384-dim vector for each
image.

2.1.4. Motion

The Lucas-Kanade’s optical flow [8] is used as our
motion feature. We extract the frames 0.5 seconds be-
fore and after each keyframe and choose 500 interest
points from them. The circle (360 degrees) is divided
to 12 equal parts. And the motion feature is generated
by voting the magnitude of the optical flow of each
point to the corresponding region according to their
angular degree.

2.1.5. Face

We perform a face detection by using Haar-like fea-
tures [15]. The number of faces is expected to help
handle with “Two People” concept.

2.1.6. Text

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) text data is
provided by the sponsor every year. We use this ASR
text to make a text feature. We choose 2000 represen-
tative words. Then we count their global frequency in
the whole text data and the local frequency in every
shot. At last a 2000 bins histogram is generated by
using TF-IDF algorithm.

2.2. Fusion

This year we adopt two types of fusion methods to
fuse various kinds of extracted features. One is Mul-



tiple Kernel Learning (MKL) [5], and the other is the
AP-weighted fusion [17].

2.2.1. Multiple Kernel Learning

Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) is an extension of
a support vector machine (SVM). MKL treats with a
combined kernel which is a weighted liner combina-
tion of several single kernels, while a normal SVM
treats with only a single kernel. MKL can estimates
weights for a linear combination of kernels as well as
SVM parameters simultaneously in the train step. The
training method of a SVM employing MKL is some-
times called as MKL-SVM. MKL-SVM is a relatively
new method which was proposed in 2004 in the lit-
erature of machine learning [5], and recently MKL is
applied to image recognition.

Since by assigning each image feature to one ker-
nel MKL can estimate the weights to combine vari-
ous kinds of image feature kernels into one combined
kernel, we can use MKL as a feature fusion method.
As mentioned before, Varma et al.[14] proposed using
MKL to fuse various kinds of image features and made
experiments with Caltech-101/256. Similarly, Nils-
back et al.[9] applied a MKL-based feature fusion into
flower image classification. On the other hand, Kumar
et al.[3] used MKL to estimate combination weights of
the spatial pyramid kernels (SPK)[6] with a single kind
of image features. Lampert et al.[4] estimated the de-
gree of contextual relations between objects in the set-
ting of multiple object recognition employing MKL.
In this paper we propose food image recognition em-
ploying the MKL-based feature fusion method.

In this paper, we use the multiple kernel learn-
ing (MKL) to fuse various kinds of image features.
With MKL, we can train a SVM with a adaptively-
weighted combined kernel which fuses different kinds
of image features. The combined kernel is as follows:

Kcomb(x,y) =
K∑

j=1

βjKj(x,y)

with βj ≥ 0,

K∑
j=1

βj = 1. (1)

where βj is weights to combine sub-kernels Kj(x,y).
MKL can estimate optimal weights from training data.

By preparing one sub-kernel for each image fea-
tures and estimating weights by the MKL method, we

can obtain an optimal combined kernel. We can train
a SVM with the estimated optimal combined kernel
from different kinds of image features efficiently.

Sonnenburg et al.[13] proposed an efficient algo-
rithm of MKL to estimate optimal weights and SVM
parameters simultaneously by iterating training steps
of a normal SVM. This implementation is available as
the SHOGUN machine learning toolbox at the Web
site of the first author of [13]. In the experiment, we
use the MKL library included in the SHOGUN tool-
box as the implementation of MKL.

2.2.2. AP-weighted fusion

The AP-weighted fusion [17] is a relatively simple
fusion method. All the features are weighted in pro-
portion to the average precision of classification re-
sults using each single feature. We train a standard
SVM with a single feature and classify validation data.
The average precision for each feature is estimated by
cross-validation using only training data.

This is a simple method, but in our preliminary ex-
periments the AP-weighted fusion achieved the best
result among several kinds of fusion methods includ-
ing MKL and Adaboost-based methods.

3. Experiments
We made 6 runs as shown in Table 1. The differ-

ence among them are only fusion methods. The fea-
tures used in the experiments were the same over all
the runs.

Among the six runs, one run used the AP-weighted
fusion [17], four runs used Multiple Kernel Learn-
ing [5, 14], and the rest used a standard Support Vector
Machine.

Run1 : Fuse features by the AP-weighted fusion.
This run has achieved the best performance among the
six runs.

Run2 : Fuse features by MKL. Set C as 10. C rep-
resents a soft margin parameter.

Run3 : Set C as 100.
Run4 : Set MKL C as 50 and C as 100. MKL C

represents a parameter which adjusts sparseness of es-
timated weights. In Run2 and Run3, MKL C was set
as 0.

Run5 : Set MKL C as 100 and C as 10.



Table 1. 6 runs for HLF in TRECVID2008.

Runs Description infAP
Run1 Combine color, face, motion, text and BOF model of local pattern features 0.063

UEC.APW AP-weighted fusion
Run 2 Combine color, face, motion, text and BOF model of local pattern features 0.019

UEC.mkl 10 Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL)
Run3 Combine color, face, motion, text and BOF model of local pattern features 0.028

UEC.mkl 100 Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL)
Run4 Combine color, face, motion,text and BOF model of local pattern features 0.015

UEC.mkl50 100 Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL)
Run5 Combine color, face and BOF. 0.014

UEC.mkl100 10 Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL)
Run6 Combine color, face and BOF. 0.010

UEC.uni 10 using a standard SVM and uniformly-combined kernel

Figure 1. The comparison with the median and best results in TRECVID 2009.

Run6 : Fuse features by SVM and a uniformly-
combined kernel. Set C as 10.

Our best result (run1) are compared with the best
and mean result of participators as Figure 1. This
results completely differed from our expectation that
MKL was the best method for multi-modal fusion

4. Conclusions
In the high-level feature extraction task of

TRECVID2009, we used the AP-weighted fusion and
Multiple Kernel Learning to combine color, text, face,
motion and local pattern features. These method can
choose the suitable weight for every automatically no
matter how many kinds of features there are. The re-
sults differed from our expectation that MKL was the

best method to fuse many kinds of feature vectors. In
the future work, we plan to explore feature fusion by
MKL and other methods.
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